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A MODERN MAJOR GENERAL
Building Joint Commanders in the PLA

By Joel Wuthnow and Phillip C. Saunders

Among the key ingredients in fielding a modern joint military 
force is cultivating a cadre of high-caliber commanders and staff 
officers to plan and lead operations. This has been a perennial 

challenge for all modern militaries, as the scope and scale of warfare has 
extended past single battle campaigns of short duration. Since the end of 
World War II, for instance, the U.S. military has considered and reconsid-
ered ways in which officers can be given the requisite training, experience, 
and education to work effectively across Service boundaries and within 
joint organizations such as the combatant commands and Joint Staff. The 
Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 
mandated joint professional military education and joint assignments as 
requirements for promotion, yet the creation of a deeply rooted joint culture 
remains elusive—if achievable at all.1

For decades, China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has also strug-
gled with producing the officers it needs to perform joint operations. 
Reforms carried out during the 1990s and 2000s attempted to reorient the 
PLA toward a stronger joint operational capability, but weaknesses in the 
human resource domain persisted. Key problems included senior and mid-
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level officers with limited exposure to other services, few opportunities for 
non–ground force officers to get joint assignments, and training that paid 
lip service to joint operations via superficial involvement of other services 
to allow portraying service exercises as “joint.” Yet the need for qualified 
personnel has only increased as the PLA, under Xi Jinping, has been tasked 
with being able to fight and win “informationized local wars,” which are 
inherently joint.2 Xi and his fellow reformers in the PLA understand the 
problem and have adopted several initiatives designed to alleviate it, but 
the effectiveness of those reforms remains unclear.

This chapter documents how the PLA has tried to cultivate joint com-
manders before and during the current reform cycle, and comments on 
obstacles limiting the chances for success. It is divided into five sections. 
The first discusses the motivation for human capital reforms under Xi. The 
next reviews reforms instituted during the preceding two administrations. 
This is followed by a discussion of identified weaknesses as well as solutions 
considered in PLA sources prior to the Xi era. The fourth assesses reforms 
undertaken since 2016 to build qualified joint commanders in three areas: 
professional military education (PME), personnel management, and train-
ing. The conclusion assesses possible obstacles to current reforms and states 
the implications for the PLA.

Impetus for Reform 
An overarching operational objective of the current PLA reform cycle is to 
create the conditions for better planning and execution of joint operations.3 
This focus on joint operations mirrors changes in PLA doctrine over the 
preceding 30 years that required commanders to integrate the unique combat 
capabilities of the individual services (army, navy, air force, and Rocket Force), 
along with combat support units in areas ranging from logistics to space-
based surveillance, in order to conduct complex operational missions. The 
current doctrinal rubric is known as informationized local wars [xinxihua 
jubu zhanzheng, 信息化局部战争], which focuses on executing high-tech, 
integrated joint operations. Key types of campaigns include amphibious 
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assaults, blockades and counter-blockades, joint firepower strikes, and anti–
air raid operations.4 Conducting these types of operations effectively would 
be a key to success in larger campaigns against Taiwan and other regional 
adversaries—and to counter U.S. military intervention in a conflict.

Reforms launched in late 2015 and early 2016 sought to improve Chi-
na’s joint operations capabilities in several ways. Most prominent was the 
creation of a two-tiered permanent joint command structure, in which the 
Central Military Commission (CMC), aided by a Joint Staff Department 
in Beijing, would oversee operations led by five theater commands (replac-
ing the previous seven military regions), each focused on a specific set of 
regional contingencies. For instance, the Eastern Theater Command (TC) 
would be responsible for operations against Taiwan, while the Northern TC 
would lead operations in the Yellow Sea and on the Korean Peninsula. The 
commanders would have peacetime and wartime control of the ground, 
naval, air, and conventional missile units within their theaters.5 A related 
goal was rebalancing the services in favor of maritime and aerospace forces, 
which had been greatly outnumbered by the ground forces throughout the 
PLA’s history.6 Joint “enablers” were consolidated in the creation of the Stra-
tegic Support Force (responsible for space, cyber, and electronic warfare) 
and the Joint Logistics Support Force.

Xi and his fellow reformers understood that structural changes would be 
of little value without corresponding human capital reforms, especially in the 
officer corps. The initial reform outline presented at the Third Plenum of the 
18th Party Congress in November 2013 discussed the need to build “new-type 
operational forces” [xinxing zuozhan liliang, 新型作战力量], denoting highly 
qualified personnel with the requisite training and education to succeed in 
modern combat.7 CMC Vice Chairman Xu Qiliang noted that achieving 
this goal would demand changes across the PLA’s human resources system, 
including in the areas of promotions, benefits, and career paths.8 The formal 
5-year reform agenda unveiled on January 1, 2016, further described the need 
to cultivate “new-type military talent” [xinxing junshi rencai, 新型军事人才], 
requiring improvements in PME, training, and personnel management.9
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Nevertheless, recruiting and retaining higher quality officers (as well 
as noncommissioned officers [NCOs]) would only be a first step. Given its 
operational requirements, the PLA would also need a cadre of officers with 
the specialized knowledge and skills required to understand, plan, and 
carry out joint operations. At a tour of the PLA National Defense University 
(NDU) in March 2016, Xi Jinping stated that the entire PLA must focus on 
“grooming talented personnel in commanding joint military operations, 
a complex and large project involving many factors.”10 Xi reiterated this 
message during a tour of the CMC’s new joint operations command center 
in April 2016, when he called on the PLA to adopt “extraordinary measures” 
to train joint commanders and achieve a “big breakthrough as quickly 
as possible.”11 An accompanying PLA Daily report argued that without 
sufficient progress, “joint operations will be only a slogan, and winning 
battles will be impossible to achieve.”12 These statements indicate that a 
second phase of the current reforms will move beyond changes to PLA 
organizational structure and focus on building the softer skills necessary 
for executing joint operations.13

Earlier Reforms 
Xi’s call for more qualified joint commanders was more an exhortation for 
the PLA to complete unfinished business than a radical innovation. The 
PLA’s overall focus on planning and conducting joint operations did not 
originate with Xi, but rather began in earnest in the 1990s.14 Contributing 
factors included the observation that success on the modern battlefield 
required strong coordination between units from different services, as 
exhibited by the U.S. military during the 1990–1991 Gulf War, and the 
deterioration of cross-Strait relations, culminating in the 1995–1996 Tai-
wan Strait crisis, which spurred new thinking on the types of missions the 
PLA must be prepared to conduct to deter Taiwan independence or invade 
and occupy the island if necessary.15 This focus on joint operations led to 
a number of changes in the PME system, personnel management, and the 
training arena.
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PME Reforms 

A series of PME changes were designed to better educate officers in joint 
operational arts. PLA NDU [guofang daxue, 国防大学] was established in 
1985 primarily in order to train senior officers (major generals and rear 
admirals) from all the services, preparing them for command positions.16 
Reflecting changes in PLA doctrine, both Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao called 
for that institution to produce commanders capable of leading joint opera-
tions.17 Accordingly, during the 2000s, NDU added content in that subject, 
such as by offering courses in “joint firepower strikes under complex 
electromagnetic conditions.”18 This was complemented by the publication 
of new teaching materials, likely derived at least in part from classified doc-
trinal sources. For instance, in 2012 and 2013 the PLA Academy of Military 
Science [junshi kexue yuan, 军事科学院]—the PLA’s primary center for 
doctrinal development—released two new teaching volumes designed to 
give students more exposure to joint operations concepts.19

PME reforms also affected lower level service academic institutions 
and military regions. In June 2007, for instance, the former General Staff 
Department spearheaded an effort to promote closer collaboration between 
NDU and the service command academies in the area of joint operations 
instruction.20 Although the details of this program are unclear, the goal 
was likely to introduce joint operational concepts to officers earlier in their 
careers.21 A separate program sponsored by the Shenyang Military Region 
between 2004 and 2009 tried to foster stronger interservice understanding 
and esprit de corps by giving officers the chance to cross-enroll in PME 
institutes outside their home service.22 In addition, the 2010 defense white 
paper noted that the PLA was “laying stress on the training of officers for 
joint operations,” in part by publishing “basic readers” on the subject and 
holding lectures across all branches and services.23

Personnel System Reforms 

Earlier reforms in the personnel system sought to develop human cap-
ital on two levels. As a first step, the PLA needed to attract and retain a 
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high-quality, educated officer corps from which joint commanders could be 
developed. Post-Mao professionalization of the officer corps began during 
the 1980s, but took new strides in the 1990s with the recruitment of civilian 
college graduates. National defense scholarships were also established at 
civilian colleges in order to attract more highly educated and technically 
proficient personnel, a task complicated by growing opportunities in the 
civilian economy.24 Service academies and command colleges increased 
emphasis on science and technology in their curricula.25 Pay and benefits 
also increased as a way to retain top performers. Salaries doubled for some 
officers between 1999 and 2000, for instance, and perks included subsidized 
housing, new cars, and study opportunities.26

Personnel system changes also tried, in limited ways, to enhance offi-
cers’ exposure to different services and provide joint opportunities. Several 
military regions experimented with cross-posting officers to temporary 
assignments in different services during the 2000s. For instance, in 2006 a 
North Sea Fleet deputy chief of staff was temporarily posted as a Nanjing 
Military Region group army deputy commander.27 During the mid-2000s, 
100 officers took part in a Shenyang Military Region program involving 
short-term duty in a different service.28 In addition, a handful of senior 
officers took positions in nominally joint billets, giving them broader (and 
likely career-enhancing) experiences.29 Examples include Ma Xiaotian 
and Wu Shengli’s assignments as deputy chief of the general staff prior to 
assuming command of the air force and navy, respectively, and Ma and 
Song Puxuan’s service as NDU president.30 Joint assignments for lower level 
non–ground force officers, however, were few and far between.

Training Reforms 

Following an overall pattern of increasing complexity and realism in the 
training arena, PLA officers gained more experience in joint training 
during the 2000s and 2010s. Major joint exercises in the early 2000s in the 
Nanjing and Guangzhou Military Regions focused on Taiwan scenarios, 
while those in the Jinan Military Region focused on problems in command 
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and control, logistics, and other areas.31 Mark Cozad documents the evo-
lution of joint training during the 11th and 12th 5-year plans (2006–2010, 
2011–2015), describing a growing number of joint exercises (for instance, 18 
were held in 2009 alone); a broadening range of subjects, such as war zone–
level command and control, civil-military integration, and air force and 
naval power projection; and, especially during the latter period, increasingly 
realistic conditions, including operations in unfamiliar terrain and “dedi-
cated opposition forces providing more-than-token resistance.”32

The PLA also took steps toward greater standardization and supervision 
of joint training. Perhaps the most important change was the creation of the 
General Staff Department Military Training Department in December 2011. 
Compared to its predecessor organization, the new department was intended 
to focus on not only ground force training but also training across all the 
services. It reportedly included a bureau responsible specifically for joint 
training.33 As part of its oversight of the PME system, the Military Training 
Department also sought to “cultivate talented joint operations command-
ing personnel” by devising new programs on joint operations at NDU, the 
National University of Defense Technology [guofang keji daxue, 国防科技

大学], and service and branch academies.34 In short, the PLA adopted (or at 
least experimented with) a variety of measures to cultivate joint commanders 
during the tenures of Xi’s two immediate predecessors.

Problems and Proposed Solutions 
Despite these initiatives, weaknesses persisted in the development of joint 
commanders and staff officers. Helping to justify Xi’s focus on improvement 
in this area, a Xinhua report on the newly created Central Theater Command 
headquarters noted that most staff officers were “proficient” in the operations 
of their own services, but joint operations were “rather strange to them. So 
there exists an obvious gap in the capability of taking command of joint 
operations.”35 A senior PLA interlocutor likewise argued in June 2016 that 
deficiencies in talent cultivation meant that it would be “many years” before 
non–ground force officers would be able to exercise command over army 
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operations, while army commanders had much to learn about employing 
air and naval assets.36 Some senior PLA officers judged the effort to increase 
jointness by cross-service assignments to be a failure. While a cross-service 
assignment increased the officer’s familiarity with another service, cross-
posted officers served for too short a time (typically 6 to 9 months) and lacked 
the knowledge to be given substantive command responsibilities.37

PLA sources describe several interrelated factors contributing to this 
situation. First are general weaknesses in leadership and technical skills. Poor 
command skills are reflected in recent slogans such as the “two insufficient 
capabilities” [liangge nengli bugou, 两个能力不够], referring to the inability 
of the PLA to fight, and cadres at all levels to command, modern wars; and 
the “five cannots” [wuge buhui, 五个不会], meaning commanders who can-
not judge the situation, understand the intentions of higher echelons, make 
command decisions, deploy forces, and deal with exigent circumstances.38 
Lack of technical proficiency is also a commonly cited problem. A human 
resources scholar at the Xi’an Political Academy, for instance, bemoaned the 
fact that while the PLA has acquired “cutting-edge weapons” and equipment, 
it lacks personnel qualified to use many of those systems.39

Second is the lack of “joint” education throughout the PME system. 
One concern is that officers are not receiving adequate joint operations 
content in the NDU course for senior commanders, which is a requisite step 
for high-level command billets.40 Another problem is that, despite earlier 
experiments, service academies below the NDU level lack the experienced 
faculty and curriculum necessary to educate officers in joint operational 
concepts. One PLA command academy commandant lamented that his 
institute was lagging behind in its ability to provide joint education because 
it was still struggling with bringing its students (at the colonel/senior col-
onel grade) to an acceptable level of proficiency in combined arms (that is, 
intraservice) operations.41 Yet another issue is that command academies 
tend to include students only from a single service, and even then are 
segregated according to branch specialty, reducing the ability of officers to 
interact with colleagues from different services.42
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Third are quality assurance and credentialing problems. Generally, 
the PLA continues to face problems such as “weak and out of date courses,” 
instructors that are “out of touch with modern operational requirements,” 
and academic fraud and corruption.43 Certification of officers well beyond 
their actual operational abilities has also been a longstanding problem for 
the PME system.44 Exacerbating this situation is the lack of standardized 
criteria for the selection of joint commanders. One PLA source, for instance, 
contrasts the PLA with the U.S. and other Western militaries, which have 
“strict requirements” under which officers must demonstrate proficiency 
in joint operations (such as through graduation from a joint PME course 
or by serving in a joint assignment) in order to advance.45

Fourth is a continuing paucity of joint operational experience among 
PLA personnel. One hurdle is that few active-duty PLA officers have any 
combat experience; those who do, such as current CMC member Li Zuo-
cheng and CMC Vice Chairman Zhang Youxia, served in the 1979 border 
war with Vietnam and subsequent skirmishes, which did not involve exten-
sive naval or air force operations.46 A retired PLA flag officer identified 
the lack of combat experience as a significant deficiency and noted that 
efforts to gain experience via assignments to United Nations peacekeeping 
forces and exercises with foreign militaries were of limited effectiveness.47 
Although more intensive and realistic operational and joint training likely 
compensates somewhat for limited combat experience, PLA sources con-
tinue to suggest constraints on training quality. A report on two 2016 
exercises held in the Northern Theater Command, for example, found that 
jointness was achieved only “in form rather than in spirit . . . on the surface, 
rather than in essence . . . and in might rather than in mind.”48

Fifth is inadequate career incentives for officers to aspire to joint 
assignments in the first place. A useful point of comparison is the U.S. 
military prior to Goldwater-Nichols, in which officers were rewarded for 
excelling within their respective Services and appointment to joint orga-
nizations was seen as detrimental to one’s career.49 That problem was only 
rectified when joint assignments (and joint PME) became congressionally 
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mandated requirements for promotion. A 2015 NDU volume suggests that 
a similar problem might be at work in the PLA, noting that most officers 
are not pursuing joint command or staff positions.50 In the PLA Navy, for 
instance, key criteria affecting career prospects included experience at sea, 
overseas experience, education level, participation in party affairs, and per-
sonal connections—but not experience in joint positions.51 The incentives 
problem was exacerbated by the lack of opportunities for joint assignments.

Sixth is that the PLA is a relative latecomer in efforts to cultivate 
qualified joint command personnel. One source notes that the PLA did 
not begin focusing on joint operations until after the Gulf War, years 
after the U.S. military began to emphasize joint warfare.52 Another source 
similarly notes that both Russia and the United States began the process 
of training joint commanders in the mid-20th century and argues that 
both countries assessed that it would take 25 years to develop a cadre of 
fully qualified joint commanders. Implicit in this critique is the notion 
that building a joint culture, in which officers look beyond their own 
service’s parochial interests, perspectives, and traditions, can appreciate 
different service viewpoints, and can work effectively across service lines, 
is a generational process. If U.S. experience is a guide, the goal of genuine 
joint consciousness might never be fully attainable. Yet the author con-
cludes that China “does not have 25 years and must adopt extraordinary 
measures” to catch up.53

Given these problems, Chinese analysts have considered various pro-
posals on how to improve human capital for joint operations. One set of 
recommendations centers on strengthening joint operations instruction 
across the PME system. Echoing initiatives sponsored in the mid-2000s, 
one study notes that training for joint commanders cannot be accom-
plished “all at once,” but needs to be pursued at different stages in an 
officer’s career.54 Pursuing a “multitiered” joint PME system, in which 
instruction would begin as early as the major level, would also bring 
China into conformity with the U.S., British, German, and other advanced 
militaries.55 Other suggestions include curriculum reforms, increasing 
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study abroad opportunities, better integrating PME institutes with joint 
exercises, and creating more online courses to facilitate distance learning.56

Another proposal concerned changes to the personnel management 
system. A 2008 internal-circulation volume published by NDU envisioned 
a “joint specialization” (similar to a U.S. military occupational specialty) in 
which a select group of junior officers would be designated as future joint 
commanders and be provided with relevant experience and education at 
different career point. For instance, between the 15- to 20-year mark in 
their careers, ground force officers would be assigned to joint positions as 
staff officers, then receive intermediate-level combined arms education, 
then take a unit command position within a group army, and then receive 
more advanced joint staff officer instruction. This would culminate with 
appointment as a joint commander at the 35- to 40-year mark. Another 
study argued that promotion criteria for joint commanders needed to be 
clarified and standardized.57

Other suggestions focused on the need for practical experience. The 
2013 Science of Military Strategy broadly argues for deepening joint train-
ing and completing a more effective joint training management system.58 
A 2016 PLA NDU volume noted that “war is the best crucible for forging 
command talent” but identified several areas in which commanders might 
attain useful experience short of actual conflict, including joint exercises, 
use of computer simulations, combined exercises with advanced foreign 
militaries, and participation in military operations other than war, such as 
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, search and rescue, and escort 
duty. Without such real-world expertise, the authors feared that many 
PLA joint commanders would be little more than “armchair strategists” 
[zhishang tanbing, 纸上谈兵].59

Xi-Era Reforms 
PLA human capital reforms after 2015 resulted from three factors: the 
practical imperative to build the requisite talent to plan and lead joint 
operations, the foundation provided by previous attempts to adjust the 
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PLA’s human resources systems to achieve that goal, and assessments of 
why the PLA faced continuing weaknesses in this arena. Even prior to 
the structural changes announced in late 2015 and early 2016, the need to 
adopt corresponding human capital changes was likely weighed by Xi and 
the CMC leading small group on reform, which was established in January 
2014 to lead the process and consider policy adjustments. As CMC Vice 
Chairman Xu Qiliang remarked, the reforms would be a “complex systems 
engineering project,” in which the major elements had to be considered in 
parallel, even if they were announced sequentially.60 By late 2017, the PLA 
had begun to unveil changes to the PME, personnel, and training systems.

PME Reforms 

During his March 2016 visit to the PLA NDU, Xi set the tone for revamp-
ing the PME system to better educate aspiring joint commanders, calling 
for new teaching concepts, updated course content, improved teaching 
models, and a stronger faculty.61 That guidance led to several changes. 
First, the NDU senior commanders’ course was restructured so that the 
students, who had previously been grouped together, were divided into joint 
operational command and leadership management tracks. The first group 
focused on joint operations, including through case study analysis and 
briefings on “key issues” facing each of the theater commands. The second 
group, destined for senior-level staff posts (such as in service headquarters 
and CMC departments), placed more emphasis on administrative issues.62 
This change was accompanied by an updated syllabus, including six new 
courses in joint operations. According to one PLA NDU professor, 80 to 90 
percent of the course content was new.63

Second, PME institutes directly under the CMC expanded their course 
offerings in joint operations. For instance, PLA NDU created a 10-month 
course to expose lower level officers to joint operations. Launched in the 
2017–2018 academic year, the program was focused on officers at the battal-
ion to deputy regiment leader levels (majors through colonels), and included 
staff officers working in each of the TC headquarters.64 According to PLA 
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media, completion of the program would eventually be a precondition for 
certain theater command billets—a goal that, if implemented, may help to 
resolve problems of standardized credentialing.65 This change coincided 
with the announcement that, as part of a larger realignment of the PME 
system, the PLA NDU would oversee a new joint operations college, which 
apparently succeeded the Shijiazhuang Army Command College (though 
few details on that new organization were immediately available).66 The 
National University of Defense Technology likewise unveiled new courses 
on joint operations intelligence support for TC staff officers.67

Third, lower level service PME institutes placed a new emphasis on 
joint operations. One report noted that the PLA Rocket Force Command 
College had signed a cooperative agreement with five other service com-
mand colleges that would allow cross-training of students, broader research 
cooperation, and “sharing of talent resources.”68 That college also intro-
duced new rules stating that more than 60 percent of its Ph.D. students 
would be required to complete dissertations focused on joint operations.69 
A PLA service command college commandant also noted that his institute 
had increased focus on joint operations, pointing out a system in which 
student groups would have the opportunity to spend a month at each of 
the other service command colleges.70

Fourth, stronger partnerships were established among PME institutes, 
theater commands, and the services. Although faculty from the PLA NDU 
and other institutes previously had opportunities to lecture and observe 
training in the military regions, PLA media suggested that those rela-
tionships had deepened after the reforms. For instance, a report from the 
Western Theater Command noted that in 2016, professors from 10 different 
academies had given lectures or conducted seminars on joint operational 
command, while volumes published by NDU were being used to train 
headquarters staff.71 Another report noted that a single lecture by an NDU 
professor drew more than 1,900 officers from the Southern Theater Com-
mand headquarters and service component commands.72 Moreover, PLA 
NDU announced that it would invite commanders and staff officers from 
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the theater commands to give lectures to its students in Beijing, bringing 
insights from the field to the classroom.73

Personnel System Reforms 

Building on previous reforms, changes were also made within the personnel 
system to develop stronger joint commanders. One area involved attempts to 
incentivize high performers. A program in the Eastern Theater Command, 
for instance, matched performance in joint operations study and training 
with incentives including promotions, priority in selecting future billets, and 
other “awards.”74 Likewise, the Southern Theater Command stated that it 
would grant awards, citations, and promotions to officers who had achieved 
satisfactory results on tests measuring aptitude in joint operational command 
skills.75 The impending shift to a system based on ranks, rather than grades, 
may also have the effect of incentivizing joint commanders. According to one 
NDU professor, higher ranks would be reserved for personnel who “directly 
participate in operations,” rather than noncombat positions.76 If the PLA does 
replace the senior colonel rank with a flag-level brigadier general rank, some 
PLA sources have suggested that this rank may be reserved for operational 
commanders and that senior colonels in support roles might be demoted.77

The reforms also expanded opportunities for non–ground force offi-
cers to serve in joint positions, especially within the theater commands. 
Key examples include the appointment of a naval officer (Yuan Yubai) and 
an air force officer (Yi Xiaoguang) as commanders of the Southern and 
Central Theater Commands, respectively. Those appointments reflect the 
recognition that naval and air force experience is valuable, and even prefer-
able, in those theaters with heavy maritime and air defense responsibilities. 
Changes also occurred at the theater deputy commander level, in which 
the proportion of non-army officers rose from less than one-third to more 
than one-half post-reform.78 Opportunities for naval, air force, Rocket 
Force, and Strategic Support Force personnel at lower levels are less clear, 
though reports suggest that joint operations command centers are staffed 
with personnel from every service.79
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However, more ambitious changes to the personnel system were still being 
debated in late 2017. PLA interlocutors have described proposals to create a rota-
tional system in which officers are able (and required) to move among theater 
command headquarters, operational units, and CMC departments.80 Some 
evidence that these proposals were making their way into practice was seen in 
2017 with the rotation of 100 Beijing-based officers to western provinces and the 
reshuffling of group army commanders (though part of the rationale for the lat-
ter development was likely breaking up patronage networks).81 Establishment of 
a rotational system for officers would represent a significant departure from the 
current system, in which officers spend most of their careers within a single the-
ater. Although it would provide future joint commanders with a broader range 
of experience, rotational assignments would likely be an unwelcome change for 
those officers who benefit from residing in more affluent regions, where their 
families have access to better housing, education, and health care—and who 
choose to remain in the PLA because of those circumstances. These practical 
considerations are a significant obstacle to a more radical transformation of 
the assignment system.

Broader changes to the personnel system could also result in a more 
streamlined and competent officer corps. For instance, changes to the pro-
motion system may encourage greater transparency and competition among 
qualified officers. One early indication was a competition held in the Western 
Theater Command in late 2017, in which 2 officers were selected from a pool 
of 14 applicants to fill open brigade commander positions. The candidates 
were screened through a standard assessment gauging their knowledge and 
command skills.82 A separate, but perhaps related, proposal that has been 
discussed in recent years has been to “civilianize” more of the PLA workforce, 
especially noncombat positions currently filled by officers. This would build 
on previous PLA efforts to contract out some nonessential tasks as part of 
civil-military integration. Discussions with PLA officers indicate that the 
previous civilian cadre [wenzhi ganbu, 文职干部] system is being eliminated 
and that some military positions will become civilian contract positions as 
part of efforts to meet force reduction targets. However, some officers are 
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Sources: Dai Feng and Cheng Yongliang [代烽, 程永亮], “Upgrading Capabilities, Strengthening Skills 
in Joint Operations and Joint Training” [能力升级，练强联战联训过硬本领], PLA Daily [解放军报], 
September 1, 2016, available at <http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2016-09/01/content_155319.htm>; 
Li Huamin and Jiang Boxi [李华敏, 姜博西], “Speed Up Training for Joint Operations Command Talent” 
[加快联合指挥人才培训], PLA Daily [解放军报], August 15, 2016, available at <www.81.cn/jfjbmap/
content/2016-08/15/content_153536.htm>; Yang Danpu and Yang Qinggang [杨丹谱, 杨清刚], “‘Joint 
Forum’ Focuses on Real Combat Capabilities” [‘联合大讲堂’聚焦实战长本事], PLA Daily [解放军报], 
April 16, 2016, available at <http://www.81.cn/jfjbmap/content/2016-04/16/content_141747.htm>; Du 
Shanguo and Shi Liu [杜善国, 石榴], “With This Type of Training, We Will Have Confidence in Future 
Battles” [这样练下去，将来打起仗来心里就有底了], China Youth Daily [中国青年报], April 12, 2017, 
available at <http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2017-04/12/c_129529922.htm>.

reluctant to move from the active force to civilian positions due to lower 
pensions and reduced benefits.83

Training Reforms 

A final set of reforms aimed to improve the quality of PLA joint training. 
Structurally, the former General Staff Department Military Training Depart-
ment was replaced with a separate Training and Administration Department 
under direct CMC supervision.84 That department exercises its authority by 
both establishing training standards and conducting inspections of training 
events across the PLA, including “theater command–level joint training,” to 
ensure that standards are being met.85 Inspections completed in early 2017, 
for instance, uncovered violations by 57 units and 99 personnel from all of 
the services and meted out a variety of punishments.86 The department has 
also been involved in setting the content of PME reforms, including reducing 
the number of doctoral students in military academies and redirecting their 
focus to “practical” subjects, such as joint operations.87

Table. Theater Command Training for Joint Commanders and Staff

Theater  
Command (TC)

Example Initiatives/Exercises

Eastern TC Command post exercise involving more than 100 joint operations commanders. 

Southern TC Training class for joint commanders involving lectures from NDU scholars.

Central TC Command post exercise focused on handling an “unidentified air object.”

Northern TC Training courses for headquarters staff involving case study analysis, 
lectures from theater commanders, and external speakers.

Western TC Embedding headquarters staff in field exercises carried out by frontline units.
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Training reforms have also been conducted at the TC level. A key 
focus has been on providing officers with practical training related to joint 
operations. Likely intended in part to demonstrate compliance with direc-
tives from Xi and the PLA top brass, each of the theater commands have 
announced relevant on-the-job training programs. Captured in the table, 
these ranged from command post exercises, to lectures, to participation 
in unit-level exercises. A Central TC program, for instance, focused on 
six capabilities junior officers would need to run the theater’s joint oper-
ations command center, including drafting documents, marking maps, 
performing calculations, performing data searches, providing support to 
decisionmakers, and using the data link command system.88 A December 
2017 competition of 100 staff officers in the Central TC tested skills ranging 
from relaying orders to assessing adversary threats.89 Based on a similar 
training program, the Eastern Theater Command required personnel to 
pass a “joint duty qualification test” that evaluated officers’ understanding 
of the weapons, equipment, and operational principles of different services.90

Some changes have also started to appear in joint field training. While 
a comparison of pre- and post-reform joint exercises is beyond the scope 
of this chapter, it is worth noting that the shift from military regions to 
theater commands may be instrumental in spurring more intensive joint 
training. Speaking during an air-ground exercise, a Southern TC air force 
officer explained that his service often previously paid only lip service to 
joint training, given weak authorities of the military regions over non-army 
units. Under the new system, theater air forces are more responsive to 
training requirements being set by TC headquarters.91 Theater joint train-
ing has also allowed non-army officers to gain experience in commanding 
ground forces. For instance, in October 2016, the East Sea Fleet staged an 
amphibious drill in which the activities of army, naval, and air force units 
were directed by a maritime joint command center.92 The latest iteration of 
the CMC’s authoritative training guidance, promulgated in January 2018, 
also emphasizes joint operations as a focus of training across the PLA.93
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Conclusion and Implications 
The first phase of the reforms announced in late 2015 and early 2016 
involved major changes to the organizational structure of the PLA. These 
included disbanding the four general departments and transferring most of 
their functions into departments within a revised CMC structure; restruc-
turing the seven military regions into five joint theater commands aligned 
against specific regional threats; and removing the operational command 
role of the service headquarters and giving them (including a new PLA 
Army service headquarters) an “organize, train, and equip” mission. These 
shifts were followed by an October 2017 restructuring of the membership 
of the CMC, which eliminated ex officio representation for the service 
chiefs and the heads of the CMC Joint Logistics Department and Joint 
Armaments Department.94 These structural reforms collectively constitute 
a major shift in where power and responsibilities lie within different parts 
of the PLA, which is why they were resisted by vested interests (especially 
the ground forces) for more than a decade. Nevertheless, these “above the 
neck” reforms did not affect the organization of most PLA operational units 
and had only a limited impact on average PLA officers, NCOs, and enlisted 
personnel. For most PLA ground force and air force units, the “below the 
neck” reforms to move to a group army-brigade-battalion structure were 
likely more significant.

However, reforms to address the “software” and human capital prob-
lems discussed in this chapter have the potential to be much more disruptive 
for the daily lives of the PLA officer corps. (The reduction of 300,000 per-
sonnel—declared to be “basically complete” in March 2018—has also been 
extremely disruptive for the military.) Building a “modern major general” 
capable of commanding integrated joint operations will likely involve sig-
nificant changes to PLA recruitment and retention policies; to the military 
educational system (at the academy level and throughout the service and 
joint PME system); to the rank/grade, assignment, and promotion systems; 
and to the conduct and evaluation of joint exercises. Put another way, 
these reforms could change who joins the PLA, criteria for promotion and 
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advancement, what a successful career looks like, and what quality of life is 
available for a successful officer and his or her family. They could also have 
a negative impact on the careers of current officers, who were recruited, 
promoted, and assigned using a different set of criteria and incentives.

PLA writings and statements by Xi Jinping and PLA leaders suggest 
that the PLA is aware of a number of deficiencies in its current recruitment, 
educational, personnel management, and training practices that inhibit the 
development of effective joint commanders. Moreover, a wide range of solu-
tions are being discussed, some of which would involve significant reforms 
to longstanding PLA regulations and practices. Some of the reforms, such 
as increasing the joint content of PME courses and increasing interactions 
between the field and schoolhouse, are underway and will be relatively 
easy to implement. Others, such as reforming the grade/rank, assignment, 
and promotion systems, will be much more disruptive to the military as a 
whole and to the career prospects of the current officer corps. The degree 
of difficulty is likely to be even higher because changes in one area affect 
many of the other areas.

Making major changes in a military typically requires making major 
changes in the incentives that ambitious military officers face as they try to 
win promotion and advance to senior leadership positions. But changing 
the incentives and promotion criteria also entails changes in who decides 
which officers will get promoted, and this will undermine existing power 
and patronage networks within the PLA. For example, increasing the joint 
content of PME courses is relatively easy, but making these courses more 
rigorous and having the results of classroom evaluations and performance 
on tests influence promotion decisions take autonomy away from the local 
commanders and political commissars who currently determine promo-
tions. These officers (who have succeeded under the old criteria) are likely 
to argue that proven operational command ability and political reliability 
should outweigh classroom performance.95 The current system where 
officers spend most of their careers within one service and one theater 
up to corps leader grade means that winning the approval of one’s local 
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commanders and political commissars is critical for success. But rotational 
assignments to a different service or outside the theater will loosen these 
bonds; the “new guy” will always be at a disadvantage compared to officers 
who have known and worked for the commander and political commissar 
for a decade or more. The U.S. military seeks to avoid these problems by 
having centralized promotion boards within each Service, which reduces 
(but does not eliminate) the role of patronage in promotions. The PLA could 
potentially adopt such a system, but it would constitute a major change from 
current practice, which is adapted to Chinese culture, Chinese Communist 
Party rule, and the PLA’s own organizational culture and values.

Some of the proposals being discussed suggest focusing resources 
and attention on a subset of junior officers who the PLA believes have the 
potential to be effective joint commanders. (This is already being put into 
practice in a limited way by the NDU distinction between “command” 
and “staff” tracks, although this appears to be based on career fields.) One 
challenge is identifying officers with high potential early enough in their 
careers to steer them into the right mix of joint, educational, and opera-
tional assignments to develop well-rounded commanders. The idea of a 
“joint specialization” is envisioned as one vehicle for achieving this goal. 
However, a separate career track also has the potential to be a career ghetto 
if the senior leaders deciding on promotions (currently local commanders 
and political commissars within the officer’s service) value a different set 
of criteria (for example, excellence in command rather than a well-rounded 
set of skills). Moreover, if the promotion system discriminates against 
effective service commanders who are not selected for joint specialization 
early in their careers, it is likely to be regarded as unfair. Some militaries 
have adopted joint staff or general staff systems that constitute a separate 
career track, but these usually involve strategy, planning, or staff functions 
rather than operational command of troops.96 The PLA, like any military, 
will resent and resist a promotion system that does not reward and promote 
its most operationally proficient commanders, even if that proficiency is 
demonstrated primarily in single-service operations.
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This suggests that the success of reforms to the recruitment, education, 
assignment, and promotion systems is interdependent with PLA efforts to 
give operational units more stringent joint training requirements and more 
opportunities to practice and meet those requirements in joint exercises. 
This would create the possibility of a virtuous cycle where company and 
battalion commanders understand how their units fit into joint operations 
(and the benefits of jointness for their ability to carry out their assigned 
missions) and bring that knowledge into PME courses and staff assignments 
in a theater service headquarters or command post. That education and 
experience, in turn, would make them more effective in exercising further 
responsibility at the brigade level and then prepare them for higher level 
joint positions at the theater or CMC level. However, this sort of virtuous 
cycle involves generational change to be fully effective. The PLA leadership 
faces difficult choices in deciding what changes are needed to get from 
here to there and how to keep faith with existing officers and NCOs while 
building the military of the future.

PLA leaders have concluded that cultivating “new-type military talent” is 
necessary to build “new-type operational forces” capable of fighting and win-
ning the informationized wars of the future. This chapter describes some of the 
changes to current PLA recruitment, educational, personnel management, and 
training practices that will likely be necessary. Some aspects of these changes 
are likely to be observable as the PLA decides what to do and promulgates new 
regulations to implement reforms in these areas. However, it will be harder to 
understand precisely how these changes affect the career incentives of PLA 
officers and to assess their cumulative impact. Military-to-military exchanges 
offer a limited but valuable window on the issues the PLA is grappling with, 
but U.S. interlocutors should be careful not to offer the PLA answers to the 
problems it faces. At the same time, U.S. policymakers should expect the 
PLA to engage other advanced militaries, including U.S. allies, in its efforts to 
survey and evaluate the range of potential solutions.97

Building a “modern major general” capable of effectively command-
ing integrated joint operations is a challenging task that may take the PLA 
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decades to achieve. The PLA assesses that its current efforts fall short of 
the mark and is contemplating significant changes to its recruitment, edu-
cation, assignment, and promotion systems and training practices. The 
extent to which the PLA is willing and able to change how it does business 
to develop more effective joint commanders—and its ability to “fix the 
plane while flying it”—will be a major determinant in how successful it is 
in realizing the potential combat capability created by PLA investments in 
modernizing its weapons systems and developing joint doctrine.

The authors are grateful to Ian Burns McCaslin for invaluable 
research assistance.
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